Local Phenology Leaders Discussion
Agenda and Discussion Guide
Friday, August 18, 2017
1 hour discussion –via GoToMeeting
Meeting began – 10:02 am Pacific/AZ

Present on the call: LoriAnne Barnett (NCO); Esperanza Stancioff (UMaine Signs of the Seasons); Libia Gonzalez

(Freeport McMoran, Dept. of Reclamation); Jennifer Jones (FWS Wildlife Biologist, Yreka Office); Liz DouglassGallagher (Rio Grande Phenology Trail Coordinator)
TAKE AWAYS:
- Impact statements and surveys are equally important for communicating with stakeholders
- Building connections with researchers and managers helps to create sustainable programs
- There is a need for on the ground observational data to build models for forecasting – can be a good
thing to share with volunteers
- When you receive the NN Group survey sent by LA at the end of the year please share what you are
doing so others can benefit from lessons learned.
- If you do surveys yourself and have questions and data to share, please email them to LA. I am going to
post resources on the website so others can see what to do.
Introductions & Celebration of Success!
- Liz from RGPT in ABQ! Just started and is learning a lot already – has been at her post for just a few
weeks
- Esperanza – SoS co coordinator with Beth Bisson. UMaine – Maine Sea Grant. Working on lots of
webinars on their website – historical data in ME and one on Loons, intertidal species they are
monitoring also lots. LA will share them on her various outlets. Also writing an article for Maine Policy
Review now on SoS with the focus of cit sci. Coastal ME Botanical Gardens established 4 sites and hosted
trainings there. 10 trainings a year or so (~100 people trained per year) adding two new indicator species
– blueberries and tree frogs – Fields Pond (ME Audubon Field Station) they’ve also established SoS sites
at their properties as well. Lakes groups are trained to make phenology observations. Many other
volunteers are observers on their own properties. Working to establish a phenology trail system too.
Mostly all coming together this season.
- Libia – works for Freeport McMoran Environmental Department-Reclamation. Goals to involve the
community in reclamation. Already selected an area – small three-mile trail. Wrote a proposal for it and
would like to come to one of our sites. LA will connect her with the local sites.
- Jennifer – Yreka FWS Office, wildlife biologist/schoolyard habitat program. She took the LPL Course in
the fall and is hoping to install NN programs at the schools she works with. Looking at changes in plant
phenology and migration patterns in butterflies. Tuesday got the news that the schoolyard habitat
program is being cut. L it was the most meaningful part of her work. Hoping to keep working on the
calls, maybe provide technical assistance to the established. She is going to use her skills of persuasion to
try to keep the dream alive.
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Discussion Topic: Impact Statements and why we use them.
- LA overview of planning and impact statements. I have a link on our website now:
https://www.usanpn.org/nn/groups/impact for entering impacts from your program. I try to provide lots of
planning materials for groups to think through their goals before beginning, and encourage them to make
measurable outcomes that can be reported in a succinct way on an annual basis. I will be asking EVERYONE
who has an active group to submit information to us so we can be cheerleaders for you and also to provide
others who are getting started some information on how to proceed/get started.
- Esperanza has been doing formal and informal surveys after each training and over the longer-term. Results
from that have been really helpful to reinvigorating for keeping the project going. These evaluations have
been helpful to figuring out what is not working and creating materials to help support that or decide what
to spend more time on. Also, she asks questions about impacts so they can be documented. This year had
100 people respond to their survey this year. Goes out to everyone on their list (680) ask what year they
took the training. Also asks them if they’d be willing to talk on the phone.
- Jennifer – formal survey? Annually? Yes – June and July
- LA – would you be willing to share your resources to share to add to our website? Yes!
- Jennifer wants to know a little bit more from Esperanza – are they able to group their responses – were
there any commonalities between what people were saying, consistency or patterns? Yes – divisions of
responses. Most people are coming b/c they are concerned about climate change. But people are learning
about phenology as something they can do. She’s found that answers depend on the questions asked, when
they started or who they are. Jennifer - Would be great to see what tools she’s used. Biggest issues –
bringing in people who care enough to do something like this. And then retention is a big issue. They lose
interest so that is a challenge to keep it fresh.
- Esperanza – Impact statements are hard to write, she has been trying to do that over the last few days for
her appointment. One of the major things is to have measurable objectives to work from when you start. It
is hard to do that at first. There is an art to it for sure. At UMaine they divide it further into social impact,
environmental impact, and economic.
- Jennifer thinks seeing others impact statements would be useful. Would like to share with administration.
- LA will be reworking the resources on the For Groups page in the next few weeks and would like to have a
link to others impacts, planning resources, and survey info. But if people don’t send it to her, we can’t post
and share it!
- Esperanza – connected really early on with researchers who can use their data. Has been one of the most
significant parts of their program that everyone is interested in. Very helpful to recruit observers and others
interested – they worked with people in the field and can see that their data are very valuable.
- Jennifer – FWS managers are trying to use the best available information, so that seems of value. LA- maybe
can focus on monitoring for management while there is no funding for schoolyard habitat program.
- Libia – while writing her proposal for her project she struggled to find documentation about what people are
doing. This is a great opportunity for everyone to put their opportunities out there to share with others.
Very valuable.
- Liz – still trying to get a handle on what has been done b/c she is new. Funding for her position is from two
organizations in ABQ. Tallie had done some reporting but not sure what is there. She will start thinking about
that now. LA can share the logic models and plans for TPT to help her get started.
- Post on Facebook if you’ve got questions!!
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Next time
-

Esp, Jennifer – how to really get people familiar with the database – share some resources, have a discussion
Libia – how can we do outreach or find partners or schools. How can we bring people to the project.

Thanks everyone!
Meeting Adjourned – 11:02 Pacific/AZ time
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